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Music makes life better!



Starting this in early childhood nurtures many things 
including perception, motor skills and the ability to 
learn and retain information. Making music also 
promotes personal confidence and social skills. These 
are all beneficial well beyond one’s childhood years. 

NINO® Percussion offers an outstanding collection of 
musical instruments designed specifically for children. 
These more than meet the requirements of early 
childhood music education and are ideal for kinder- 
garten and school programs, or for music therapy and 
other music-making activities.

It is important to know that NINO® Percussion instru-
ments are not toys. These are the real thing, designed 
for safety, durability, attractiveness and playability.  

... since 1998

Most importantly, they are in tune and musical.  
In fact, the only difference between NINO® Percussion 
instruments and those created for adults is their size 
and colour. 

These appealing and pleasing designs are all made  
in Germany. And because they are of such a high 
quality and include a wide variety of sound choices, 
they are extremely popular with young players of all 
ages (teachers love them too). Yes, whether played 
alone or within a group, the performance and sound 
quality of NINO® Percussion instruments make them 
the ideal choice for young musicians and those  
who teach them. 

Learning to PLay an inStrument anD making muSiC are LiFe-CHanging 
tHingS to Do, eSPeCiaLLy For CHiLDren. 



At NINO® percussion, it is of utmost importance to ensure that all of our 
operations are being executed utilizing the highest possible level of 
environmental care and preservation. When buying a NINO® percussion 
instrument, you can be sure of this. You have our word.

Co2 ConSerVation 
For us it goes without saying that all kinds of trash like paper, cardboard, 
plastic, styrofoam, organic waste, etc. are separated. As a result of this, 
we are a member of the official German packaging regulations organization 
which controls the return of the sales, transport and outer packaging  
that needs to be licensed in a dual system. By this recirculation of paper,  
cardboard and synthetic materials, we have conserved 449,238 lb 
(203,771 kg) of CO

2
 in 2011. This equals the emission of a car driving 

799,132 miles (1,286,078 km).

SaVing eLeCtriCity 
To keep our electricity usage at a minimum level, all of the buildings are 
equipped with motion sensors in order that lights are not left on when our 
employees aren’t there. Additionally, a centralized lighting and machinery 
control panel prevents the unnecessary waste of electricity.

Protect the world we live in
reneWaBLe eLeCtriCty SyStem 
All of the electricity used in our facility is produced from renewable 
energies and comes from water power plants. By doing this we reduce 
the carbon monoxide emission, which the production of the electricity for 
our operations would cause if normal energies were used, from 200 tons 
per year down to zero. 

PHotoVoLtaiC SyStem 
Since 2003 we have operated our own photovoltaic power plants which 
have increasingly grown in size to this very day. Today all of our six solar 
facilities generate a total of 513,000 kilowatt hours of electricity per year. 
This equals a CO

2
 conservation of 565,485 Ib (256,500 kg). With this 

generated energy we are able to supply 170 households with electricity, 
or cover more than half of our own power consumption.



ProteCting tHe enVironment 
iS an eSSentiaL Part oF  
WHat DeFineS uS anD our  
Day to Day aCtiVitieS.

eLeCtriC Car 
With a new e-car we are taking another important step towards an 
environmentally friendly future. The long-lasting lithium ion battery feeds 
the electrical driving unit of the e-car and offers eco-friendly driving 
enjoyment of about 80 km through saved energy. 

CHarging Station 
Refuelling our new e-car is now possible at our on-site charging station. 
As a special service, visitors to our exhibition hall are allowed to refuel 
their e-cars for free. Just as with all of the power our company uses, we 
obtain the energy for the e-car from renewable resources. 

air Heat PumP 
All of the exhibition area of our new multipurpose hall gets heated by an 
air heat pump. The fans lead the outside air through the evaporator of the 
heat pump where the heat gets absorbed from the air. With the outside 
air there is always free environmental heat available and that makes it 
possible for us to abandon gas and heating oil. Additionally air heating 
pumps reduce pollutant and carbon emissions, are long-lasting, reliable 
and low-maintenance. 

PeLLet Heating 
Since 2011 we have heated our new multipurpose hall with a pellet 
heater. Wood is a natural renewable source of energy which is ecologically 
commendable and converts the carbon-neutral power of the sun into 
heating energy. Besides that, wood is almost limitlessly available. 
Compared to other combustible materials, wood pellets emit the lowest  
carbon and particulate emissions and have the highest points in terms  
of energy efficiency. 



muSiC  

BringS uS 

togetHer!

Hand Percussion



WooD CLaVeS 
Claves are an essential instrument in Latin music and 
shouldn’t be missing from any percussion set up. The NINO® 
Wood Claves are available as regular sized models. A second 
pair was especially designed to fit a child’s hand size.

Sizes Small (NINO502) 
 Regular (NINO574) 
material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
Feature Sold in pairs 
age rating 3+

WooD HanD CaStanet 
The NINO® Wood Hand Castanet is a fun way to make 
rhythm. Solid wood construction assures good sound and 
safe play.

material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
Feature Attractive shape 
age rating 3+

WooDPeCker 
The NINO® Woodpecker creates an amazingly realistic 
“woodpecker” sound, kids will love! It’s a great effect 
instrument which is also interesting for professional players 
who look to increase their sound arsenal.

material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
age rating 3+

nino574

nino585

nino519

nino502

Hand Percussion
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How to play

1.  These lightweight sand blocks have two sounds 
in one – a wood block sound when clapping the 
pieces and sweeping textures when the inside 
surfaces are scrubbed together. 

2.  Keep the beat by clapping together for full wood 
block sounds.

3.  Swipe the inside surfaces together between 
claps for a fun sweeping sound that adds unique 
texture to any rhythm.

2.  Moving the blocks against each other in any di-
rection draws a rich sound and allows players to 
find the most comfortable way to find a musical 
beat.

Sand Blocks

Hand Percussion

neW

neW

neW

SanD BLoCkS 
The colourful Sand Blocks from NINO® make very unique 
sounds by rubbing the sandpaper surfaces together. Sold in 
pairs, these fun percussion instruments are great for picking 
up and making interesting and exciting rhythms.  
 
material Pine Wood (Pinus Radiata) 
Features Sold in pairs 
 Unique sounds 
Colours B = Blue 
 GR = Green 
 R = Red 
age rating 4+

nino940r

nino940gr

nino940B
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aCtionS SPeak LouDer tHan WorDS! 
This is why we take our responsibility seriously and commit ourselves  
to several environmental projects. Our specially developed vacuum 
distillation saves 90,000 liters of drinking water, the world’s most 
threatened resource. In order to minimize our electricity usage, all of  
our buildings are equipped with motion sensors and our centralized 
electricity controls prevents the waste of this resource. With our 

WooD From enVironmentaLLy ControLLeD  
WooD PLantation
Thailand is a logical manufacturing base for percussion instruments  
due to the fact that the Hevea Brasiliensis, which was indigenous to Brazil 
and later transported by way England to Asia, has been commercially 
grown in Southeast Asia during the last century on plantation farms  
for the production of Latex. The traditional plantation of Rubber Wood 
(Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) meets all ecological requirements.  

materiaL & eCoLogy
Wood is a raw material which is present in almost every part of our daily 
life. Trees are an important part of the complex eco-system while healthy 
forests are imperative for the Earth‘s atmosphere. Only plantation  
grown Wood is used for the making of NINO® percussion instruments. 
This wood fulfils the CITES regulations (“Convention on International 
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora”) and originates 
from environmentally controlled forests from industrial wood plantations.

It’s our world, we care for it

solarpower-plant (Photovoltaic-System) we produce enough power  
to supply 170 houses with electricity. All of the electricity used in our 
facility is produced from renewable energies. Thus we reduced our carbon 
monoxide emission from 200 tons per year down to zero. Reusable 
materials like paper, plastic or styrofoam are too precious to be wasted. 
We separate them for efficient recycling.

Same counts for the plantation grown Mahogany Wood from Indonesia, 
which we use for our Original African Style Rope Tuned Wood Djembes. In a 
natural evolution, new trees are planted and the older ones, which have 
ceased to provide latex, are harvested. In this way, plenty of raw material 
is available and the valuable rainforest eco-system is preserved. 



JingLe StiCkS 
The NINO® Jingle Sticks feature six pairs of Nickel Silver plated 
jingles firmly mounted on a plastic frame with a handle. The 
jingle stick can be played like a tambourine, or like a drumstick 
on a conga, bongo, or djembe. New and interesting sounds can 
be achieved with this instrument.

materials Jingles: Nickel Silver plated steel 
 Frame: ABS 
Features Ergonomically shaped handle 
 New sound ideas 
Colours BK = Black 
 R = Red 
 Y = Yellow 
age rating 3+

BeLL StiCk 
The NINO® Bell Stick is a great way to introduce children to 
rhythm and beats. Features a single sleigh bell attached to an 
ergonomically shaped handle and creates a light and subtle 
sound.

Size 5” long 
materials Steel bell 
 Wooden handle 
Features Ergonomically shaped handle 
 Bell mounted on stick 
age rating 3+

SLeigH BeLL 
The NINO® Sleigh Bell produces a true sleigh bell sound.  
An ergonomic grip assures easy control for kids.

Size 4 bells 
materials Wooden handle 
 Steel bells 
Features Ergonomic grip 
 True sleigh bell sound 
age rating 3+

raCket tamBourine 
The NINO® Racket Tambourine features a sturdy rattan frame 
along with a nice sparkling sound. It is available as a one row 
construction with 9 aluminum jingle pairs. An ergonomically 
shaped handle makes it perfect for children hands.

materials Jingles: Aluminum  
 Frame: Rattan 
Feature Ergonomically shaped and padded handle 
age rating 3+

nino13Bk

nino960

nino962

nino518

nino13r

nino13y

Hand Percussion
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How to play Cabasas
1.  Hold the handle of the 

cabasa with one hand 
while cupping the beads 
with the other.

2.  Rotate your wrists to rub 
the beads across the 
metal cylinder to create 
the scraping sound.

CaBaSaS 
The NINO® Cabasas are made from a wooden cylinder covered 
with a rippled metal plate, which is surrounded by a net of 
metal beads. Holding the handle with one hand and scratching 
the metal beads with the other hand on the metal plate creates 
the classic cabasa sound. The smaller 2“ model was especially 
designed for a child’s hand.

Sizes  Small (NINO701) 
 Medium (NINO702) 
materials Steel chain and cylinder 
 Beech Wood 
Feature Ergonomically shaped wooden handle 
age rating 4+

nino961B

nino701

nino961gr

nino961r

nino702

Hand Percussion

WriSt BeLLS 
The NINO® Wrist Bells feature a soft and comfortable nylon 
strap with three bells. Children can wear it around their wrist or 
wrapped around the hand to make music everywhere they go.

Size 3 bells 
 9” strap 
materials Nylon strap  
 Steel bells 
Feature Hook and loop fastener 

Colours B = Blue 
 GR = Green 
 R = Red 
age rating 4+
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SyntHetiC rainStiCkS 
The NINO® Rainsticks make it easy for kids to imitate the  
sound of rain. It’s also light in weight, perfect for young  
hands, and extremely durable. 

Sizes  18” (46 cm) (NINO-SRS1-M) 
 24” (61 cm) (NINO-SRS1-L) 
material Lightweight synthetic 
Finish Sunshine 
age rating 3+ (NINO-SRS1-M) 
 5+ (NINO-SRS1-L)

PLaStiC egg maraCaS 
The NINO® Egg Maracas are made from a special plastic 
material. They have a very clear and pronounced sound and 
are perfect maracas for children.

Size 6” 
material Plastic 
Features Ergonomically shaped handle 
 Sold in pairs 
Colours GG = Grass-Green 
 R = Red 
age rating 3+

WooD egg maraCaS 
Maracas are used for any style of music and are one of the 
most popular rhythm instruments worldwide. The NINO® Wood 
Egg Maracas have a nice warm sound and come with an 
ergonomically shaped handle.

Size Small (NINO565) 
material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
Features Ergonomically shaped handle  
 Sold in pairs 
age rating 3+

nino-SrS1-L

nino569gg nino569r

nino565

nino-SrS1-m

Hand Percussion
rainStiCkS & egg maraCaS
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PLaStiC maraCaS 
The NINO® Plastic Maracas are known for their stability, 
versatility, and strong, projecting sound. 

material Plastic 
Features Ergonomically shaped handle 
 Sold in pairs 
Colours GR = Green 
 R = Red 
 Y = Yellow 
age rating 3+

raWHiDe maraCaS 
NINO® Rawhide Maracas are entirely handmade 
and have a warm and mellow sound.

Size Small 
material Natural rawhide 
Features Mellow sound 
 Ergonomically shaped wood handle 
 Sold in pairs 
age rating 3+

nino582gr

nino10

nino582r

Hand Percussion
maraCaS

WooD maraCaS 
The NINO® Wood Maracas sound very focused  
and have more attack.

Sizes Small (NINO7, NINO7PD-B)  
 Medium (NINO8, NINO8PD-R) 
material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.)
Features Ergonomically shaped handle 
 Sold in pairs 
Colours PD-R = Red with white polka dots 
 PD-B = Blue with white polka dots 
age rating 3+

nino8

nino7

nino8PD-r

nino7PD-B

nino582y
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How to play

1.  Hold the güiro using the 
grip holes for comfort 
and extra support.

2.  Holding the güiro verti-
cally will make playing 
the instrument easier.

3.  Drag the included 
scraper across the 
two ribbed surfaces 
to create a variety of 
güiro sounds.

Mini Guiro..

mini gÜiroS 
The NINO® Mini Güiros are made from high quality material. The 
sound is achieved by scratching the different surfaces of the güiro.

Size  Mini 
includes Wooden scraper 
Colours BK = Black 
 R = Red 
age rating 3+

WooD gÜiro 
The güiro is an instrument which plays a very important part in 
any percussion set up. Striking the tonal grooves of the NINO® 
Wood Güiro creates many different sounds.

material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
includes Wooden scraper 
age rating 5+

WooD gÜiro SHaker 
The NINO® Wood Güiro Shaker is equipped with a filling and 
combines a shaker as well as a güiro sound in one instrument. 

material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.)
Feature Additional shaker sound 
includes Wooden scraper 
age rating 3+

nino581Bk

nino555

nino520

nino581r

Hand Percussion
gÜiroS
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WooD Frog gÜiroS 
The NINO® Wood Frog Güiros have gained an enormous 
popularity over the last few years. Children especially love the 
authentic “ribbit” sound which is created by scratching the 
wooden beater on the frog’s back. Great fun for kids and adults. 

Sizes X-Small 2.25” (NINO517) 
 Small 4” (NINO513GR) 
 Medium 5” (NINO514GR) 
 Large 5.5” (NINO515GR) 
 X-Large 8.5” (NINO516GR) 
material Wood 
Feature Creates original “ribbit” sound 
includes Wooden scraper 
Colour GR = Green 
age rating 3+

nino515gr

nino514gr

nino513gr

nino516gr

nino517

Hand Percussion
WooD Frog gÜiroS
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triangLeS 
NINO® Percussion offers three tonally matched triangles.  
Each has a strong sound with a long sustain.

Sizes 4” (NINO550) 
 6”  (NINO551) 
 8” (NINO552) 
material Steel 
Feature Wooden holder with braided nylon strap 
includes Metal beater with rubber padded grip 
age rating 4+

CHimeS 
The NINO® Chimes can be mounted on a cymbal stand, or held 
by the wooden frame. The 12 bars of the NINO® Chimes are 
made from a premium aluminum alloy and create a very full 
and rich sound.

Size 12 bars 
material Silver anodized aluminum alloy 
age rating 4+

a-go-go BeLL 
The NINO® A-Go-Go Bell is perfectly sized for children.  
It is handmade from high quality steel and produces a loud  
bell sound.

material Black powder coated steel 
includes Wooden beater 
age rating 4+

nino550

nino600

nino505

HanD CHimeS 
With bars made from a silver anodized aluminum alloy,  
the NINO® Hand Chimes produce a full and rich sound.

Size 12 bars 
material Silver anodized aluminum alloy 
age rating 4+

nino551
nino552

Hand Percussion
metaL eFFeCtS

nino601
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CymBaL PairS 
NINO® Cymbal Pairs are made in Germany from premium 
alloys. Different sizes are available in bronze, brass, or FX9.  
All cymbal pairs are tonally matched and are equipped with  
a leather strap.

Sizes 7” (17.5 cm) NINO-NS18) 
 8” (20 cm) (NINO-BO20, NINO-BR20, NINO-NS20) 
materials FX9 / Brass  / Bronze 
includes Leather strap 
age rating 5+

CymBaLS 
These excellent sounding NINO® Cymbals are made in 
Germany. They are a high quality product and perfect for  
music education.

Sizes 12” (30.5 cm) (NINO-NS305) 
 14” (35.5 cm) (NINO-NS355) 
material FX9 
includes Leather strap 
age rating 5+

nino-Bo20
nino-Br20

nino-nS18nino-nS20

nino-nS305

nino-nS355

Hand Percussion
CymBaLS

nino® CymBaLS “maDe in germany”

The NINO® cymbals and cymbal pairs made out of valuable 
materials provide the best sound at an unbeatable price. 
Best possible sound and consistency is the result of our 
cymbal manufacturing facility in unequalled worldwide 
terms of high-tech engineering and efficiency. 

material details  
NINO-NS18  FX9 alloy 
NINO-NS20  FX9 alloy 
NINO-BR20  MS63 brass alloy 
NINO-BO20  B8 bronze alloy
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How to play
1.  Hold the energy chimes by 

the wooden base. Strike the 
chimes with the included 
beater. The free floating 
bars will create a very long 
sustain. 

2.  The energy chimes consist 
of three individual bars 
which offer three different 
pitches. These NINO® instru-
ments have a very cutting 
“ping” sound.

Energy Chimes

energy CHimeS 
These NINO® instruments have a very cutting “ping” sound.  
The free floating bars create a very long sustain. NINO® offers 
three different pitched Energy Chimes, as well as a model  
with three bars.

Sizes Small (NINO579S, NINO579S-OR) 
 Medium (NINO579M, NINO579M-GR) 
 Large (NINO579L, NINO579L-B) 
 3 rows (NINO580, NINO580-R) 
material Silver anodized aluminum alloy 
includes Wooden beater 
Colours B = Blue 
 GR = Green 
 OR = Orange 
 R = Red 
age rating 3+

nino580

nino580-r
nino579L-B

nino579S-or

nino579L

nino579m

nino579S

Hand Percussion
energy CHimeS

nino579m-gr
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gLoCkenSPieL 
The NINO® Glockenspiel is a child-friendly way to start out with 
music. The jolly fish has colourful keys tuned to a scale of c d e 
f g a b c’. The keys may be removed for simplicity and later 
replaced as your child develops confidence. All corners are 
contained inside the rounded profile of the wooden body. The 
googly eye and flapping blue tail make the “Fish” Glockenspiel 
a charming and entertaining character!

materials Body made out of Pine Wood 
 Removable colour-coded metal keys 
tones c, d, e, f, g, a, b, c 
includes Two wooden mallets 
 Songbook 
Finish Matte 
age rating 3+

C maJor SCaLe gLoCkenSPieL 
The NINO® Glockenspiel is a compact, child-friendly instrument 
that is great for learning the musical fundamentals. The NINO® 
Glockenspiel has a scale from c3 to f4. It also has a b-fl at3 and 
an f-sharp3 key mounted on the side, as supplemental notes 
that complete the C major scale. The keys may be removed for 
simplicity and later replaced as the young player develops 
confidence. Mallets are included.

materials Wooden body  
 Removable steel keys 
tones c3, d3, e3, f-sharp3, g3. a3, 
 b-flat3, b3, c4, d4, e4, f4 
includes Two wooden mallets 
Finish Matte 
age rating 5+

nino901

nino902

Hand Percussion

WaH-WaH tuBe 
The NINO® Wah-Wah Tube is a tubular effect instrument that 
delivers smooth, bell-like tones with an incredible sustain. By 
covering and uncovering the sound hole a “wah wah” effect 
can be achieved. An amazing effect instrument with suprising 
results and a lot of fun for kids to play. 

material Anodized aluminum  
includes Wooden stick with rubber beater 
Colour R = Red 
age rating 4+

nino602r

WooD kaLimBaS 
NINO® Wood Kalimbas are great sounding melodic instruments 
that make it enjoyable for children to begin learning about 
music. The chrome plated steel keys tuned to specific notes 
deliver a light sound that is pleasant for a recreational or 
classroom setting. The solid wood body projects the notes 
being played to deliver full and rich tones. These are perfect 
instruments for developing the fundamentals of rhythm and 
melody.

Sizes Small – g#’ c’’ f’ f’’ c’’’ (NINO963GR) 
 Medium – c’’ c’ a’ a f’ e’ e’’ (NINO964R) 
material Radiata Pine (Pinups Radiata) 
Features Chrome plated steel keys 
 Solid wood construction  
 Light and pleasant sound 
Colours GR = Green 
 R = Red 
age rating 5+

nino963gr

nino964r
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How to play
1.  Drag the included beater 

around the interior of the 
stirring drum, striking each 
of the tongues, creating a 
melodic stirring sound. 

2.  Turning both wrists while 
playing the stirring drum 
will make it easier to play. 

3.  Strike the tongues indivi-
dually with the beater to 
create unique melodies.

Stirring Drum

WooD BaLL Stirring Drum 
The NINO® Wood Ball Stirring Drum is a further development  
of the familiar stirring drum. When playing the drum, a wooden 
ball fastened to a nylon string strikes the tonally matched 
wooden tongues and produces a harmonic sound.

material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
Feature Ergonomically shaped handle 
age rating 4+

WooD Stirring Drum 
The eight wooden tongues produce different pitches when  
they are struck separately, like playing a xylophone. By stirring 
in the drum with the included beater a scale can be played.

material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
Feature Ergonomically shaped handle 
includes Wooden beater 
age rating 3+

nino557

nino556

Hand Percussion
WooD Stirring DrumS
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WooD BLoCkS 
The Wood Block is probably one of the oldest rhythm 
instruments and should be part of any percussion group. The 
NINO® Wood Blocks have an impressive sound and are 
available in two sizes.

Sizes Medium (NINO21) 
 Large (NINO22) 
material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
includes Wooden beater 
age rating 3+

WooD a-go-go’S 
The NINO® Wood A-go-go’s are played with a wooden beater and 
produce a powerful sound. They can also be scratched like a 
güiro. These two playing styles leave room for creativity.

Sizes 2 rows (NINO560) 
 3 rows (NINO561) 
material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.)
Features Different playing options  
 Ergonomically shaped handle 
includes Wooden beater 
age rating 3+

WooD tone BLoCkS 
The NINO® Wood Tone Blocks have two tonally matched 
resonant chambers in the solid wooden body.

material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
Feature Tonally matched resonating bodies 
includes Wooden beater 
age rating 3+

nino22

nino560

nino561

nino570

nino571

nino21

Hand Percussion
WooD BLoCkS & WooD a-go-go’S
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Shakers

Fun 
anD eaSy to 

PLay!



rattLe StiCkS 
Toddlers and preschoolers especially love this little stick. The 
NINO® Rattle Stick is easy to rattle and creates funny sounds 
and possibilities to play.

Size 7” (18 cm) tall 
material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.)
Feature Sold in pairs 
Colours B = Blue 
 GR = Green 
 OR = Orange 
 R = Red 
age rating 3+

WooD SHakerS 
Toddlers especially love these little rhythm instruments. NINO® 
Natural Wood Shakers have different fillings. A cylindrical 
shaped shaker is available in two different sizes, as well as a 
square, and a triangular shaped shaker assortment.

Sizes Small, cylindrical (NINO1) 
 Large, cylindrical (NINO2) 
material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
Feature Different sounding fillings 
age rating 3+

nino576B

nino2nino1

nino576or

Shakers

nino576gr nino576r
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WooD SHakerS 
Toddlers especially love these little rhythm instruments. NINO® 
Natural Wood Shakers have different fillings. A cylindrical 
shaped shaker is available in two different sizes, as well as a 
square, and a triangular shaped shaker assortment. 

Shapes Square, 3 pcs. set (NINO507, NINO507-MC) 
 Triangular, 3 pcs. set (NINO508, NINO508-MC) 
material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
Feature Different sounding fillings 
Colour  MC = Multi colour 
age rating 3+

nino507-mCnino508-mC

nino508
nino507

ganZa SHaker 
The NINO® Ganza Shaker produces a voluminous 
sound due to their size.

Size Small 
materials Rattan with natural skin hide bottom 
age rating 3+

nino521

Shakers

mini CaJon SHakerS 
These small wooden shakers look like a miniature cajon and 
deliver a clear, cutting shaker sound. Available in three 
different colours.

material Baltic Birch (Betula pendula) 
Features Compact size 
 Cutting shaker sound 
 Miniature size of a NINO® cajon 
Colours B = Blue 
 GR = Green 
 R = Red 
age rating 3+

nino955B
nino955r

nino955gr

neW

neW
neW
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CaXiXi 
The NINO® Caxixi produces a clear 
and cutting sound.

material Rattan with natural   
skin hide bottom 
age rating 3+

nino501

BaLL SHaker 
The two shakers are firmly attached to each other with a strong 
cord. By tightly holding one ball and rhythmically swinging the 
other one, many sounds can be achieved.

material Plastic 
Feature Attractive Harlekin design 
age rating 3+

nino509 neW

neW

Shakers

DouBLe SHaker 
The NINO® Double Shaker is a very special rhythm instrument 
made out of plastic. There is a shaker attached on both ends, 
which allows you to play funny play pattern one-handed. The 
durable and ergonomically shaped handle fits comfortable in 
child´s hand and allows to create exciting rhythms. The used 
filling delivers a sharp and crystal clear sound, which is 
perfectly combinable with other instruments. 

Size 6” 
material Plastic 
Features Ergonomically shaped handle 
 One-handed playable 
age rating 3+

“SaLt & PePPer” SHakerS 
Children can add rhythmic spice to music with the salt and 
pepper shaker pair from NINO®! These shakers come in a set 
of two with different sounding fillings and a durable plastic 
shell. Shakers are great fun at home or in the classroom.

material Plastic 
Features Different sounding fillings 
 Durable construction 
age rating 3+

nino578

nino577
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nino540or-2

nino540y-2

raWHiDe egg SHaker  
The NINO® Rawhide Egg Shaker is entirely handmade and has  
a warm and mellow sound.

material Natural rawhide 
age rating 3+

WooD egg SHakerS  
NINO® Wood Egg Shakers are very handy because of their 
shape. They also have a great sound with various pitches 
depending on their size.

Sizes Small (NINO562) 
 Medium (NINO563) 
 Large (NINO564) 
material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
Feature Sold in pairs (NINO562-2) 
age rating 3+

nino11
nino564

nino540au-2

nino540gg-2

nino540r-2

nino540SB-2

nino540SP-2

nino563

nino562

egg SHaker PairS 
NINO® Egg Shakers are vital to every percussion collection. 
They have an extremely pronounced and crystal clear sound.

material Plastic 
Colours AU = Aubergine 
 BK = Black 
 GG = Grass-Green 
 OR = Orange 
Feature Sold in pairs 
age rating 3+

R = Red 
SB = Sky-Blue 
SP = Strawberry Pink 
Y= Yellow

Shakers
egg SHakerS

nino540Bk-2

nino562-2

neW
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egg SHaker aSSortment 4 PCS. 

material Plastic 
Feature Egg Shaker Set, 4 pcs. 
Colours B = Blue  
 GR = Green 
 R = Red 
 Y = Yellow  
age rating 3+

egg SHaker aSSortment 80 PCS. 

Content 25 x BK = Black 
 15 x B = Blue 
 10 x GR = Green 
 15 x R = Red 
 15 x Y = Yellow 
 1 x Elephant shaped basket 
materials Plastic 
 Rattan 
Feature Egg Shaker Set, 80 pcs. 
age rating 3+

egg SHaker aSSortment 80 PCS. 

Content 10 x AU = Aubergine  
 10 x BK = Black 
 10 x GG = Grass-Green 
 10 x OR = Orange 
 10 x R = Red 
 10 x SB = Sky-Blue 
 10 x SP = Strawberry Pink 
 10 x Y = Yellow    
 1 x Elephant shaped basket 
materials Plastic 
 Rattan 
Feature Egg Shaker Set, 80 pcs. 
age rating 3+

egg SHaker aSSortment 4 PCS. 

material Plastic 
Feature Egg Shaker Set, 4 pcs. 
Colours AU = Aubergine 
 GG = Grass-Green  
 OR = Orange 
 SB = Sky-Blue 
age rating 3+

ninoSet540

Ve80-nino540

Ve80-ni540-2

ninoSet540-2
Shakers

egg SHaker  
aSSortmentS
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“Fruit” SHaker aSSortment 4 PCS. 

Content 1 x Apple  
 1 x Banana 
 1 x Lemon 
 1 x Orange 
material Plastic 
age rating 3+

“VegetaBLe” SHaker aSSortment 4 PCS. 

Content 1 x Carrot  
 1 x Cucumber 
 1 x Eggplant 
 1 x Pepper 
material Plastic 
age rating 3+

ninoSet100

ninoSet101

nino595
nino597

nino596

nino598

“PineaPPLe” SHaker (nino595)

“aPPLe” SHaker (nino596)

“Banana” SHaker (nino597)

“orange” SHaker (nino598)

material Plastic 
age rating 3+

Shakers
“Fruit & VegetaBLe” SHakerS

The NINO® “Fruit & Vegetable” Shakers are made from a 
high quality plastic material filled with a specially nice 
sounding substance. These fruit and vegetable imitations 
look amazingly real and create a great variety of sounds. 
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Ve36-nino536

“Fruit & VegetaBLe” SHaker aSSortment 36 PCS. 

Content 10 x Banana 
 4 x Apple  
 4 x Orange  
 2 x Basket  
 2 x Cabbage 
 2 x Carrot 
 2 x Cucumber  
materials Plastic 
 Rattan 
age rating 3+

2 x Eggplant 
2 x Lemon 
2 x Mandarine 
2 x Pear 
2 x Pepper 
2 x Pineapple

Shakers
“Fruit & VegetaBLe”  
SHaker aSSortment
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The NINO® Shake‘n Play is a sound-based  
memory game for two to four children ages 
three years and up, and fun for the entire 
family. Sixteen identical shakers make eight 
matched pairs. The object of the game is to  
find the pairs by remembering the sounds  
and positions on the board.

SHake ‘n PLay

materials Plastic shakers
 Base out of Rubber Wood
 (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
includes 16 shakers (8 pairs)
 Game guide (in 8 languages)
 Wooden base 
Colour Orange 
age rating 3+

nino526

Shakers
SHake 'n PLay
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1.  Place all the pieces on the board photo side down.

2.   Players take turns shaking the pieces trying to find 
a pair that sounds the same, using the photos on the 
bottom to confirm they are correct.

3.  If a correctly matched pair of shakers is found, then 
the player may keep the shakers. The player with the 
most shakers after all the shakers are claimed wins.

How to play

Shake ’n Play

Shakers
SHake 'n PLay
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Frame Drums

From  
tamBourine to  

oCean SounDS!



How to play 1.  Hold the sea drum horizontally 
and turn the drum slowly  
to create the sound of waves 
flowing in the sea. 

2.  Striking the sea drum in a  
horizontal position will create 
a crashing waves sound.

3.  Holding the drum vertical and 
striking the heads will create 
a more traditional drum sound 
with some added rattle for a 
variety of interesting effects.

Sea Drums

Frame Drums

Sea DrumS 
The NINO® Sea Drums have hundreds of tiny metal balls 
enclosed between two clear mylar heads. By holding the drum 
horizontally and gently rolling it, you create the sounds of the 
ocean surf. 

Sizes 8” (NINO44) 
 10” (NINO34) 
 12” (NINO35) 
 14” (NINO30) 
materials Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
 Two clear synthetic heads 
Feature Soothing sounds 
age rating 3+ (NINO44) 
 5+ (NINO34, NINO35, NINO30)

nino30

nino34

nino35

nino44

Frame Drums
Sea DrumS
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WooD HanD DrumS  
The NINO® Wood Hand Drums are equipped with synthetic 
heads that are firmly attached on a scalloped wooden frame. 
These nice sounding drums are light in weight and a propper 
instrument for children in kindergartens.

Sizes 8” (NINO43) 
 10” (NINO27) 
 12” (NINO28) 
materials Plastic head 
 Wooden frame 
age rating 3+ (NINO43) 
 5+ (NINO27, NINO28)

HanD DrumS WitH HanDLe  
These NINO® Hand Drums come with a synthetic head  
and feature an ergonomically shaped wooden handle for 
playing comfort.

Sizes 8” (NINO42) 
 10” (NINO32) 
materials Plastic head 
 Wooden frame and handle 
Feature Ergonomically shaped wooden handle 
age rating 3+ (NINO42) 
 4+ (NINO32)

nino27

nino43

nino32

nino42

Frame Drums
WooD HanD DrumS

nino28
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How to play

1.  Strike the edge of the hand drum to create a long 
open tone. 

2.  Strike the center of the hand drum to create a 
short closed tone.

3.  To tune the hand drum use the provided tuning 
key. To tighten the head, turn wrench clockwise. 
To loosen the head, turn counterclockwise. Tigh-
tening the drum will create a high pitch, causing 
a brighter sound. Loosening the head will create 
a low pitch, causing a darker sound.

Tunable Hand Drums

tunaBLe HanD DrumS WitH true FeeL SyntHetiC HeaD  
These NINO® Tunable Hand Drums feature our replaceable True 
Feel synthetic head for special durability and great feeling.

Sizes 10” (NINO38) 
 12” (NINO39) 
materials Wooden frame 
 True Feel synthetic head 
Features Countersunk bolt lugs 
 Chrome plated hardware 
 Replaceable True Feel synthetic head 
includes Tuning key 
age rating 5+

tunaBLe HanD DrumS WitH goat HeaD  
The new NINO® Tunable Hand Drums are a great sounding drum 
in a kid-friendly form with a natural goat skin head. The head is 
tuned with external lugs, which are polished to remove sharp 
edges and plated for dependability and style.

Sizes 10” (NINO36) 
 12” (NINO37) 
materials Wooden frame 
 Hand selected goat head 

nino38

nino36

nino37

nino39

Frame Drums
tunaBLe HanD DrumS

Features Countersunk bolt lugs 
 Chrome plated hardware 
 Replaceable hand selected goat head 
includes Tuning key 
age rating 5+
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The colourful NINO® ABS Drums are not only durable, they 
also have a powerful sound. Shells made from ABS plastic 
and synthetic heads guarantee great stability and a long 
life. With their low weight of about two pounds and their 
outstanding workmanship, NINO® ABS Drums are also 
perfectly suitable for toddlers.

nino4gg

nino45gg

nino4r

nino45r

nino4SB

nino45SB

nino4SP

nino45SP

nino4y

nino45y

Frame Drums
aBS HanD DrumS

aBS HanD DrumS  
The multi-coloured NINO® ABS Hand Drums offer more than  
just tonal variety. The unbreakable shells and durable synthetic 
heads ensure years of trouble-free use.

Sizes  6” (NINO4) 
  8” (NINO45) 
  10” (NINO5) 
  12” (NINO6) 
material ABS plastic 
Feature Synthetic heads 
includes Wooden beater 

Colours GG = Grass-Green 
 R = Red 
 SB = Sky-Blue 
 SP = Strawberry Pink 
 Y = Yellow 
age rating 3+ (NINO4, NINO45) 
 5+ (NINO5, NINO6)
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nino5gg nino5r nino5SB nino5y

nino6gg nino6r nino6SB nino6y

Frame Drums
aBS HanD DrumS
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aBS tamBourineS  
The NINO® ABS Tambourines offer enhanced sound  
options due to attached jingle pairs.

Size 10” 
materials ABS plastic with Nickel Silver jingles 
Feature Synthetic heads 
includes Wooden beater 
Colours GG = Grass-Green 
 R = Red 
 SB = Sky-Blue 
 Y = Yellow 
age rating 5+

HeaDeD WooD tamBourineS  
With Nickel Silver plated steel jingles and plastic heads firmly 
attached to the tambourine, this instrument delivers a subtle 
and gentle tone.

Sizes 8” diameter (NINO47) 
 10” diameter (NINO25, NINO26) 
materials Jingles: Nickel Silver plated steel 
 Plastic heads 
 Wooden frame 
Features 1 row version (NINO47, NINO25) 
 2 row version (NINO26) 
includes Wooden beater 
age rating 3+ (NINO47) 
 5+ (NINO25, NINO26)

nino24gg

nino25

nino47

nino26

nino24r nino24SB nino24y

Frame Drums
HeaDeD tamBourineS
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How to play
1.  Hold the tambourine 

in the right hand and 
move it back and forth 
from right to left. 

2.  Contact your left hand 
with the tambourine to 
create off beats. 

Tambourines

WooD tamBourineS 
The NINO® Wood Tambourines feature a sturdy wooden 
frame along with a nice sparkling sound. They are 
available in a one row construction with 6 or 8 Nickel Silver 
plated steel jingle pairs, or as a two row model with  
16 Nickel Silver plated steel jingle pairs.

Sizes 8” diameter (NINO46) 
 10” diameter (NINO14, NINO15) 
materials Jingles: Nickel Silver plated steel 
 Wooden frame 
Features 1 row version (NINO14, NINO46) 
 2 row version (NINO15) 
age rating 3+ (NINO46) 
 5+ (NINO14, NINO15)

nino14

nino15

nino46

Frame Drums
WooD tamBourineS
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Sets

PLay  
togetHer,  

Learn  
togetHer!



ninoSet1

Content 1 x ABS Hand Drum 6” (NINO4R) 
 1 x Wooden Beater (NINO9) 
 1 x Wood Shaker, large (NINO2) 
 1 x Skin Maracas pair, small (NINO10) 
 1 x Jingle Stick (NINO13R) 
 1 x Harlekin bag 
age rating 3+

ninoSet4

Content 1 x Wood Güiro (NINO555) 
 1 x Caxixi (NINO501) 
 1 x Wood Claves pair, small (NINO502) 
 1 x Triangle, 4” (NINO550) 
 1 x Egg Shaker (NINO540LB) 
 1 x Egg Shaker (NINO540LBK) 
 1 x “Banana” Shaker (NINO597) 
 1 x “Apple” Shaker (NINO596) 
 1 x Harlekin bag 
age rating 3+

ninoSet1

ninoSet4

NINO® Instruments have been designed to meet the demands of early 
childhood education and are perfectly suitable for the use in kindergartens, 
schools, music therapy and musical activities in the family. Available are two 
different NINO® Percussion collections which come in a durable nylon Harlekin 
design bag. It’s the perfect activity for small groups of up to 8 children.

Sets

ninoSet2

Content 1 x Jingle Stick (NINO13R) 
 1 x Wood Claves pair, small (NINO502) 
 1 x Egg Shaker (NINO540LB) 
 1 x Egg Shaker (NINO540LY) 
age rating 3+

ninoSet3

Content 1 x Jingle Stick (NINO13R) 
 1 x ABS Hand Drum 6” (NINO4B) 
 1 x Wood Claves pair, small (NINO502) 
 1 x Egg Shaker (NINO540LGR) 
 1 x Egg Shaker (NINO540LY) 
age rating 3+

ninoSet3

ninoSet2

neW

neW
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rHytHm aSSortment 12 PCS.

Content 1 x ABS Hand Drum 12” (NINO6SB) 
 1 x ABS Tambourine 10” (NINO24R) 
 1 x ABS Hand Drum 8” (NINO45GG) 
 1 x ABS Hand Drum 6” (NINO4Y) 
 1 x Skin Maracas pair, small (NINO10) 
 1 x Wood Block, large (NINO22) 
 1 x Skin Egg Shaker (NINO11) 
 1 x Jingle Stick, yellow (NINO13Y) 
 1 x Jingle Stick, red (NINO13R) 
 1 x Wood Tambourine, 10” (NINO14) 
 1 x Wood Shaker, small (NINO1) 
 1 x Wooden Box, big (only included in NINOSET012-WB) 
age rating 3+

ninoSet012

These two NINO® Rhythm sets include 12 or 15 individual instruments.  
They are perfect for use in kindergarten, schools, or percussion groups.  
These collections of different instruments are the ideal way to explore  
the complete NINO® world of percussion and rhythm.

Rhythm Sets

ninoSet012-WB

neW
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rHytHm aSSortment 15 PCS.

Content 1 x Wood Güiro (NINO555) 
 1 x Triangle, 6” (NINO551) 
 1 x Plastic Egg Maracas pair, red (NINO569R) 
 1 x Mini Güiro (NINO581R) 
 1 x Egg Shaker (NINO540LY) 
 1 x Racket Tambourine (NINO518) 
 1 x Wood Claves pair, small (NINO502) 
 1 x Energy Chimes, medium (NINO579M) 
 1 x Wood A-Go-Go, 2 rows (NINO560) 
 1 x Double Shaker (NINO503) 
 1 x Wood Shaker Assortment 3 pcs., triangular (NINO508) 
 1 x “Banana” Shaker (NINO597) 
 1 x Basket (only included in NINOSET515) 
 1 x Wooden Box, small (only included in NINOSET515-WB) 
age rating 3+

ninoSet515

Rhythm Sets

ninoSet515-WB

neW
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BongosreaL  
   Latin  
     SounD!



Bongos

The colourful NINO® ABS Drums are not only durable, they also 
have a powerful sound. Shells made from ABS plastic and synthetic 
heads guarantee great stability and a long life. With their low weight 
of about two pounds and their outstanding workmanship, NINO® 
ABS Drums are also perfectly suitable for toddlers.

aBS BongoS 
The NINO® ABS Bongos are light weight and are perfect 
instruments for children in kindergarten or elementary school.

Size 6 1/2” & 7 1/2” 
material ABS plastic 
Feature Synthetic heads 
Colours G/Y = Green/Yellow 
 R = Red 
age rating 4+

nino19g/y

nino19r

Bongos
aBS BongoS
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How to play
1.  Traditionally, you play the 

bongo between your legs 
with the smaller drum on 
your left.  
A slap tone gets produced 
by cupping your fingers 
slightly as you strike the 
head of the bongo. 

2.  To create an open tone hit 
the edge of the bongo with 
the knuckly part of your 
palm and let your fingers 
bounce off the head.

Bongos

aBS BongoS PLuS 
A real alternative! The NINO® ABS Bongo Plus is an affordable 
bongo with a great sound and functional hardware. Shells 
made of ABS plastic make this bongo lighter than comparable 
wood models.

Size 6 1/2” & 7 1/2” 
material ABS plastic 
Features Hand selected buffalo heads 
 Rounded rims for playing comfort 
 Black powder coated hardware 
includes Tuning key 
Colours B-BK = Blue Shell/Black Hardware 
 R-BK = Red Shell/Black Hardware 
 Y-BK = Yellow Shell/Black Hardware 
age rating 5+

nino17B-Bk

nino17r-Bk

nino17y-Bk

aBS BongoS PLuS

Bongos
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WooD BongoS 
The NINO® Wood Bongo is an affordable yet high quality 
instrument with great versatility in sound. Children love the 
coloured Harlekin design!

Size 6 1/2” & 7 1/2” 
material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
Features Hand selected buffalo heads 
 Rounded rims for playing comfort 
includes Tuning key 
Colours NT-BK = Natural Shell/Black Hardware 
 NT-HK = Natural Shell/Harlekin Hardware 
age rating 5+

Bongo StanD 
The NINO® Bongo Stand has been developed especially for kids 
and their height in order to offer them a safe and comfortable 
playing position. It can be tilted in a 90° angle and height 
adjusted from 31” up to 45” so children can play standing up  
or sitting down. The NINO® Bongo Stand is also suitable for 
many other common bongo models.

material Chrome plated steel 
Features Fully height adjustable from 31” to 45” 
 90° angle adjustable 
 Tripod stand with rubber feet 
 Suitable for other common bongo models 
age rating 5+

nino3nt-Bk

nino20

Bongos
WooD BongoS & 

Bongo StanD

nino3nt-Hk
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CaJon  
meanS “BoX”  

in SPaniSH!

CaJon  
meanS “BoX”  

in SPaniSH!
Cajons



Cajons

neW

Make Your Own Cajon

make your oWn CaJon 
One of the most popular percussion instruments today is the 
Cajon and now with our NINO® Cajon Kit you can build your own. 
The instructions will guide you through this fun project and at 
the end you will be able to customize the finish of the 
instrument by using for example our given stencils and adding 
a lacquer or painting it with an entirely unique design. This 
cajon is the perfect project for any class, as it is a craft project, 
and art project, and a music project all rolled into one.

Size Length 10 1/4” (26 cm) 
 Height 15” (38 cm) 
 Depth 10 1/4” (26 cm) 
 Weight 6.17 Ib (2.8 kg)  
materials Frontplate: Baltic Birch (Betula)  
 Resonating Body: Baltic Birch (Betula) 
Features Internal snare wires 
 Given stencils for design ideas 
includes 1 x assembly instructions in nine languages 
 2 x side panels 
 1 x base panel 
 1 x top panel 
 1 x rear panel 
 1 x playing surface (with NINO® logo)  
 2 x side battens 
 1 x base & 1 x top batten 
 1 x securing batten for the snare 
 1 x snare 
 4 x rubber feet 
 15 x screws 3 x 20mm (for playing surface)  
 4 x screws 4 x 15 mm (for rubber feet)  
 2 x screws 3 x12 mm (for snare) 
age rating 5+ 

nino951-myo

make your oWn CaJon
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Bongo CaJonS 
The NINO® Bongo Cajon is a great sounding cajon in a size 
suitable for children.The playing surface is divided into two 
sections, for high and low pitches, just like traditional bongo 
drums. It can be held between the knees, or set on the floor.

Size 12” x 5 1/2” x 5” 
material Baltic Birch (Betula) 
Feature High- and low pitch playing surface 
Colours GR = Green 
 R = Red 
age rating 3+

nino931r

nino931
nino931gr

neW

neW

neW

nino950

nino950or 

nino952

CaJonS 
The NINO® Cajon delivers the classic sound and due to its 
smaller dimension, it is especially suitable for children. It is 
made from high quality materials ensuring long lasting life for 
this delightful instrument. Not just for children, professional 
players may find the NINO® Cajon interesting, as they add a 
different yet authentic Cajon sound to their arsenal of 
instruments.

Sizes nino950,  nino950or  
 Length 9 3/4” (24.7 cm) 
 Height 13” (33 cm) 
 Depth 9 1/2” (24 cm) 
 Weight 5 Ib (2.27 kg)

 nino952 
 Length 12” (30.5 cm) 
 Height 17 3/4” (45 cm) 
 Depth 11 3/4” (30 cm) 
 Weight 8.29 Ib (3.76 kg) 
 
materials Frontplate: Baltic Birch (Betula)  
 Resonating Body: Baltic Birch (Betula) 
Features Internal snare wires 
 Adjustable top corners 
Colour OR = Orange 
age rating 4+ (NINO950, NINO950OR) 
 10+ (NINO952)

Cajons
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How to play
1.  Leaning over and hitting the 

cajon with your palm toward 
the middle of the front plate 
will produce a low end tone. 

2.  Slapping the cajon on the 
side or near the top will pro-
duce a high pitched tone.

3.  Use your foot for a special 
playing technique.

4.  Tilting the cajon makes it 
more comfortable on your 
back and wrists.

Cajons

Cajons
Better LiFe SerieS CaJonS 
The NINO® Better Life Series Cajons deliver the classic sound 
with its Birch wood construction. This standard-sized cajon 
finished with stylish colours is ideal for adolescent musicians. 
It is made from high quality materials ensuring long lasting life 
and an authentic sound. Teens and adults alike will find the 
NINO® Cajon suitable for their music and great fun to play. After 
all, music makes life better!

Size Length 12” (30.5 cm) 
 Height 17 3/4” (45 cm) 
 Depth 11 3/4” (30 cm) 
 Weight 8.29 Ib (3.76 kg) 
materials Frontplate: Baltic Birch (Betula)  
 Resonating Body: Baltic Birch (Betula) 
Features Internal snare wires 
 Adjustable top corners 
Colours GY = Grey 
 SA = Salmon 
 TU = Turquoise 
age rating 10+

nino952gy

nino952tu nino952Sa

neW

neW neW
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Djembes



nino-FDJ1-m

aBS DJemBeS 
The multi-coloured NINO® ABS Djembes come 
pretuned and ready to play right out of the box.

Size 8” 
material ABS plastic 
Feature Synthetic heads 
includes Nylon strap 
Colours G/Y = Green/Yellow 
 R/BK = Red/Black 
age rating 5+

PretuneD FiBergLaSS DJemBeS 
The combination of a pretuned synthetic head and durable 
fiberglass body make this djembe lightweight and easy to 
clean. It will also hold up to regular classroom use.

Sizes 8”, 16” tall (NINO-FDJ1-S) 
 10”, 17 3/4” tall (NINO-FDJ1-M)  
materials Premium fiberglass 
 Plastic head 
Features Light weight fiberglass construction  
 makes them easy to carry 
 Modern materials means they are  
 unaffected by the weather 
 100% plastic head is perfect for  
 outdoor playing 
Finish Sunshine 
age rating 5+

nino18g/y

nino-FDJ1-S

nino18r/Bk

Djembes
aBS & FiBergLaSS 

DJemBeS
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nino-PDJ1-m-g

nino-PDJ1-S-g

Djembes

nino-PDJ1-m-F

nino-PDJ1-S-F

roPe tuneD SyntHetiC DJemBeS 
The new NINO® Rope Tuned Synthetic Djembes with their 
patented synthetic construction are used to create a djembe 
that is ultra-lightweight. As a result of that, these drums are a 
great choice for kids, especially at schools and drum circles. 
The hand selected goat skin head produces a warm traditional 
djembe sound. The synthetic head version makes the drum 
perfect for outdoor playing, as it is unaffected by the weather. 

Sizes 8”, 16” tall (NINO-PDJ1-S-G, NINO-PDJ1-S-F) 
 10”, 21” tall (NINO-PDJ1-M-G, NINO-PDJ1-M-F) 
materials Synthetic shell 
 Hand selected goat head  
 (NINO-PDJ1-S-G, NINO-PDJ1-M-G) 
 Synthetic head 
 (NINO-PDJ1-S-F, NINO-PDJ1-M-F) 
 4 mm PP rope 
Features 100% synthetic shell are perfect for  
 outdoor playing  
 Ultra-lightweight makes them easy to carry 
 High quality PP nylon ropes 
 Produces sharp slaps and deep bass tones 
 Non-slip rubber bottom 
Finish Sunshine 
age rating 4+ (NINO-PDJ1-S-G, NINO-PDJ1-S-F) 
 5+ (NINO-PDJ1-M-G, NINO-PDJ1-M-F)

roPe tuneD SyntHetiC DJemBeS

neW
neW

neW neW
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How to play
1.  Place the djembe between your 

legs, crossing your ankles in front 
of you for support. Keeping your 
hands relaxed, strike the head of 
the drum near the edge for strong 
open and slap tones. Striking the 
drum in the middle will produce a 
powerful bass tone.

2.  Using those tones, and alternating 
between your right and left hands, 
create your own patterns and 
rhythms.

3.  To tune the djembe use the provided tuning 
wrench. To tighten the head, turn wrench 
clockwise. To loosen the head, turn counter-
clockwise. Tightening the drum will create  
a high pitch, causing a brighter sound.  
Loosening the head will create a low pitch, 
causing a darker sound.

Djembes

Djembes
WooD DJemBe 
The Djembe is the most popular African drum. Even first time 
players are quickly able to draw different tones from this great 
instrument. The NINO® Wood Djembe has a diameter of 10” and 
a height of 21” and is the perfect drum for children at school.

Size 10” 
 21” tall 
material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
Features Hand selected goat head 
 Rounded rim for playing comfort 
 Black powder coated hardware 
includes Tuning key 
Colour NT = Natural 
age rating 5+

nino48nt

WooD DJemBe
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The NINO® Original African Style Rope Tuned Wood Djembes 
are carved from one solid piece of plantation grown Mahogany 
Wood. These high quality instruments are crafted with great 
attention to detail and provide an outstanding sound.

eartH rHytHm SerieS

Water rHytHm SerieS moon rHytHm SerieS

nino-aDJ3-m

nino-aDJ3-XSnino-aDJ3-XXS

nino-aDJ3-S

nino-aDJ2-m

nino-aDJ2-XSnino-aDJ2-XXS

nino-aDJ2-S

nino-aDJ4-m

nino-aDJ4-XSnino-aDJ4-XXS

nino-aDJ4-S

Djembes
originaL aFriCan StyLe roPe tuneD WooD DJemBeS

Sizes Diameter tall age

XXS 4 1/2” 4 1/4” – 4 3/4” 8” 3+

XS 7” 6 1/4” – 8 1/4” 11 3/4” 3+

S 8” 7” – 8 1/2” 15 3/4” 4+

m 10” 9 1/4” – 10 1/4” 20” 5+

PP rope thickness runners

XXS 3 mm 10

XS 3 mm 20

S 4 mm 20

m 4 mm 18

material Mahogany Wood 
Features Carved from one solid piece of  
 plantation grown Mahogany Wood 
 Hand selected goat heads  
 High quality PP nylon ropes 
 Hand carved shells

Colours Brown/Black (Earth Rhythm Series) 
 Black (Moon Rhythm Series) 
 Brown (Water Rhythm Series)
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Djembes – 
how we make it

3

1    Plantation grown Mahogany is  
the best choice for eco-friendly 
djembe shells. Here you see selected 
logs roughed out in preparation. 

2    The interior is hollowed out. 

3    The djembes are hand-carved.  
There is no substitute for this level  
of craftsmanship.
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4     The inside of the bowl is hand-carved 
which tunes and shapes the sound.

5    The bearing edge is crucial. It must 
be formed to exact specifications. 

6    The goatskin head goes on and the 
tuning ropes are tightened. 
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FeeL tHe 

rHytHm!

Congas



How to play 1.  Keeping your hands relaxed, strike the  
head of the conga near the edge for strong 
open and slap tones. Striking the drum in the 
middle will produce a powerful bass tone.

2.  Use the two congas together to create  
fun and interesting rhythmic and melodic 
patterns and grooves.

3.  To tune the conga use the provided tuning 
wrench. To tighten the head, turn wrench 
clockwise. To loosen the head, turn counter-
clockwise.

NINO® Congas are famous for their professional workmanship  
in wood sets. They all include basket stands and can therefore 
be played individually or in a set configuration.

nino89 WooD Conga Set 
The NINO89 Wood Congas can be played standing up  
or sitting down and are therefore the perfect congas for 
children in kindergartens.

Sizes  8” & 9”, 22” tall 
material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
Features Hand selected buffalo heads 
 Rounded rims for playing comfort 
 Black powder coated hardware 
includes Basket stands 
 Tuning key 
Colour NT = Natural 
age rating 5+

nino910 WooD Conga Set 
The NINO910 Wood Congas are ideal for first time players  
or schools. Height adjustable stands included.

Sizes  9” & 10”, 28” tall 
material Rubber Wood (Hevea brasiliensis Muell.-Arg.) 
Features Hand selected buffalo heads 
 Rounded rims for playing comfort 
 Black powder coated hardware 
includes Height adjustable basket stands  
 with quick set up system 
 Tuning key 
Colour NT = Natural 
age rating 8+

nino89nt

nino910nt

Congas
WooD Conga SetS
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HanD PerCuSSion

model number description

NINO567 Triangle Beater

NINO9 Wood Beater

NI-SPARE-01 Key Bar “C3” Brown for NINO901

NI-SPARE-02 Key Bar “D3” Red for NINO901

NI-SPARE-03 Key Bar “E3” Yellow for NINO901

NI-SPARE-04 Key Bar “F3” Green for NINO901

NI-SPARE-05 Key Bar “G3” Blue for NINO901

NI-SPARE-06 Key Bar “A3” Black for NINO901

NI-SPARE-07 Key Bar “H3” White for NINO901

NI-SPARE-08 Key Bar “C4” Purple for NINO901

NI-SPARE-10 Rubber Space for NINO901/NINO902, Set of 6

NI-SPARE-11 Key Bar “C3” Brown for NINO902

NI-SPARE-12 Key Bar “D3” Brown for NINO902

NI-SPARE-13 Key Bar “E3” Brown for NINO902

NI-SPARE-14 Key Bar “F-SHARP3” for NINO902

NI-SPARE-15 Key Bar “F3” Brown for NINO902

NI-SPARE-16 Key Bar “G3” Brown for NINO902

NI-SPARE-17 Key Bar “A3” Brown for NINO902

NI-SPARE-18 Key Bar “B-FLAT3” for NINO902

NI-SPARE-19 Key Bar “B3” Brown for NINO902

NI-SPARE-20 Key Bar “C4” Brown for NINO902

NI-SPARE-21 Key Bar “D4” Brown for NINO902

NI-SPARE-22 Key Bar “E4” Brown for NINO902

NI-SPARE-23 Key Bar “F4” Brown for NINO902

CongaS

model number description size

Conga HeaDS

HEAD-NI910-9    9” Head for NINO910 Wood Conga Set 9”

HEAD-NI910-10 10” Head for NINO910 Wood Conga Set 10”

HEAD-NINO89-8    8” Head for NINO89 Wood Conga Set   8”

HEAD-NINO89-9    9” Head for NINO89 Wood Conga Set  9”

Conga rimS

RIM-NI910-9    9” Rim, Black for NINO910 Wood Conga Set 9”

RIM-NI910-10 10” Rim, Black for NINO910 Wood Conga Set 10”

RIM-NINO89-8    8” Rim, Black for NINO89 Wood Conga Set   8”

RIM-NINO89-9    9” Rim, Black for NINO89 Wood Conga Set 9”

Conga LugS

LUG-NINO910 Lug for NINO910 Wood Conga Set 

LUG-NINO89 Lug for NINO89 Wood Conga Set   

Conga BraCketS

BRACKET-NI89 Bracket for NINO89 & NINO910 Wood Conga Set  

Conga StanDS  
anD PartS

STAND-NINO-01 Rubber Feets for NINO Conga Stand, Set of 3 pcs.

NISTAND-08 Stand for 8” Conga from NINO89 Set, Black 8”

NISTAND-09 Stand for 9” Conga from NINO89 Set, Black 9”

NISTAND9 Stand for 9” Conga NINO910, Black  9”

NISTAND10 Stand for 10” Conga NINO910, Black  10”

otHer

model number description

SPARE-09 Lug Oil

KEY-04 Tuning Key, 13 mm, Chrome, for Bongo, Djembe, Conga   

DJemBeS 

model number description size

DJemBe HeaDS

HEAD-NINO48 10” Head for Nino Wood Djembe, NINO48 10”

HEAD-60 XS Head for NINO-ADJ2/3/4-XS XS

HEAD-61    S Head for NINO-ADJ2/3/4-S S 

HEAD-53   M Head for NINO-ADJ2/3/4-M M

DJemBe rimS

RIM-NINO48 12” Rim, Black for NINO48 Wood Djembe 12”

DJemBe LugS

LUG-NINO48 Lug for NINO48 Wood Djembe

BongoS

model number description size

Bongo HeaDS

HEAD-NINO3-65 6 1/2” Head for NINO3 & NINO17 Bongo 6 1/2”

HEAD-NINO3-75 7 1/2” Head for NINO3 & NINO17 Bongo 7 1/2”

Bongo rimS

RIM-NI3-65-BK 6 1/2” Top Rim for NINO3NT/WB & NINO17 Bongo, Black 6 1/2”

RIM-NI3-75-BK 7 1/2” Top Rim for NINO3NT/WB & NINO17 Bongo, Black 7 1/2”

RING-NI3-65-B 6 1/2” Bottom Rim for NINO3NT/WB & NINO17 Bongo, Black 6 1/2”

RING-NI3-75-B 7 1/2” Bottom Rim for NINO3NT/WB & NINO17 Bongo, Black 7 1/2”

RIM-NI3-65-BL 6 1/2” Top Rim for NINO3NT-HK Bongo, Blue 6 1/2”

RIM-NI3-75-G 7 1/2” Top Rim for NINO3NT-HK Bongo, Green   7 1/2”

RING-NI3-65-Y 6 1/2” Bottom Rim for NINO3NT-HK Bongo, Yellow 6 1/2”

RING-NI3-75-R 7 1/2” Bottom Rim for NINO3NT-HK Bongo, Red 7 1/2”

Bongo LugS

LUG-NINO3 Lug complete for NINO3 Bongo, incl. Nut & Washer

Frame DrumS

model number description size

Drum HeaDS

HEAD-NINO36 10” Goat Head for NINO36 10”

HEAD-NINO37 12” Goat Head for NINO37 12”

HEAD-NINO38 10” True Feel Head for NINO38 10”

HEAD-NINO39 12” True Feel Head for NINO39 12”

Spare Parts
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Visit us online!
Visit our website:
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